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From Booty Farm I'm so excited for all Pics can't wait to unlock everything by playingPage 2 8 Comments Continue premium experience Thank you for your contribution to flattening the curve. The free premium period is over, you can continue to help by staying at home and enjoying more than 175,000 Premium Videos from more than 2,000 studios from Booty Farm Stella Age 21 Hobby Reading Height 5'4
Weight 140 pounds Favorite compliment She prides her beautiful hair cup size Triple D pubic hair just trimmed. Fantasy Plain Vanilla, Nothing Hard Core Toys No Masturbation A Few Times a Week Has Not Had Such An Experience Yet the Three Never Made It Affinity Table LvL XP 1 25 2 75 3 125 4 17 5 5 225 LvL XP 6 275 7 325 8 375 9 425 10 475 FOR The Answer Answer Girl should pleasure herself
from time to time. How often do I do this? Maybe a few times a week? Do you believe in love at first sight? So you felt it, too? I knew we were meant to be together! Do you like life on the farm? Much more than I thought. This is life for me. Have you ever seen yourself with children? I'm for it. Take care of being my mom? Do you have any secret kinks? I'm a nice vanilla guy. I'm afraid there's a PDA and
nothing else. Do you prefer sex or love making? Lovemaking. It's all about expressing your emotions physically. Remember my position on the threes? Let me guess - I've never done that? Do you think it would be weird if a girl asked you out? No, not at all! After all, we're all human! Do you think someone my age is too young to find eternal love? You are never too young, or old, for love! Hey! Remember
when I told you my age? So, what is it? 21? How many sexual partners have you had so far? I'm a little ashamed of how little it was, really. I don't want to talk. I'm an only child. What about you brothers and sisters? Same here. Sometimes I wish it wasn't. I'm thinking of getting a tattoo. How do you do less to do that? It's none of my business. I prefer a girl with unsullied skin! I told you what my hobby is like.
Remember? Reading? I told you what my weight is. Let's see if you're listening! 140? I know you're newer around these parts, but - any ideas for a good time? Let me take you and show you a good time! I know you remember my pubic hair. Say it! As long as it's nice and tidy, I'd be happy! I love trees. So do I! Sometimes I think they're talking to me, you know? I suppose it would be a reasonable thing to do.
I'll do it. Not this one. Business first, everything else comes later! If you wanted to give me a real compliment, what would you say? Is that your beautiful hair? If you were on me, would you expand your business or go back to school? You're never too old to learn something new. Let's do it! Imagine that you will recognize a girl who Very experienced. What would you do? It doesn't matter. We could discover
new things together. Let's play! What would you take with you to a desert island? A trunk full of books I haven't read before! My birthday soon, and it's big. What should I do? Everything you want, as long as I'm included in the party! My father is very strict. How do I deal with this? You have to move as soon as possible! Remember how tall I am? Five feet... Four? Remind me what I said about my fantasies?
You seem to be pretty bland Talking about farm life, are you more of a cat man or a dog person? I prefer dogs. I need a loyal partner. Without touching, tell me what my cup size is! I mean... D something? What did I tell you about intimate toys and about me? Again, I wouldn't say what you have. What did I say about sex? I'd say it's something you haven't experienced yet! What is my favorite pass time?
Reading. What is the most attractive part of a girl's body? Call me weird, but I like a good smile the most! What makes you instantly dislike someone? Seeing them treat other people is bad. What is your perfect date? A quiet evening at home, a hug on the couch, a good movie. Only we're in the dsy. What is your strange secret you would like to share? I'm a pretty vanilla type guy. I'm afraid some PDA and
nothing else. What is your position on group sex? I'm for it! The more the better! How do you take on one night's worth? Not my style, but I respect those who are in it What would you do if a girl cheated on you? I'd break things up immediately, it's a deal breaker! What would you say if I told you I had sex less than an hour ago and I'm ready for more? No, you're just messing with me! A good girl like you?
Are you joking! Where do you see yourself in five years? I've settled in with someone like you. House, two children, dog... Work! Do you think someone my age is too young to find eternal love? You are never too young, or old, for love! Add questions here the newest Nutaku game is well deserved by this Booty Farm guide. It's a free name play that took me a few days to really get a handle. I've spent some
time with the game since its debut and learned a few things; Now I will be passing these tips on to you. Booty Farm is an adult-oriented Farmville-style game. In a way, it's like a hilariously perverse version of Harvest Moon or Stardew Valley, too. You have inherited a family farm and you will have to improve things as is typical in these kinds of games. That little less wealth of hotties living in the area.
Throughout this Booty Farm guide, you'll learn what to do and what not to do. Some things may not be clear until you are way into the game and this guide will hopefully equip you to make the right decisions. Booty Farm Guide - The Basics of Booty Farm is all about producing goods to deliver to women in the city. Simply put, you will plant crops. These crops will be used to produce goods. Then you send a
mixture of goods and crops to women in the city. These ladies will pay you with experience, gold, and increase level of relationship. There are certain visual novels novels fight with, too. Girls will ask you questions and sometimes ask you to remember certain facts about them, HuniePop style. You get a sexy photo from a woman after creating a relationship on a certain level. This is the main hook of the
game aside from the gameplay. It seems pretty simple, but there's little more than just that. Booty Farm Guide - How can farms can't do the Booty Farm Guide, let alone agriculture, can we now? Agriculture of crops and goods is a relatively simple matter. Plant the harvest, wait for the right amount of time and burn it. You get two harvests for each one you plant; these growth rates correspond to all types of
plants in the game. Animals are a little more complicated. First, you will need to create food in the feed factory. The feed is made in batches of 2 units and 1 unit is necessary for feeding the animal. Once the animal is fed, they will produce good ones like eggs, bacon or milk. These products can be sold or used in the production of more complex products. Producing more complex products requires
specialized buildings that you can purchase. For example, a juice bar allows you to turn fruit into juice. Some of these products require simple ingredients, but some of these products will require multiple layers of crafting. For example, to prepare a watermelon salad will require the following: the harvest of watermelon grow corn and lettuce. Use corn and salad to make cows feed the cows feed and get milk
Make milk in a cheese combine watermelon and cheese in a watermelon salad in a salad bar Some of these steps can take hours. Keep in mind these things when you're working on quests. Also note that there is a fault-tolerant one that prevents you from using your last crop; You will get one replacement if you accidentally use them all. However, it is not easy to create a stock back from a single crop
(especially for those that take longer to grow), so please try to avoid this. Booty Farm Guide - Quests and interactions with women's quests are the main way to earn gold in Booty Farm and a major source of experience. They are also how you get these sexy pictures of girls. Completing the quest will give you a certain amount of experience, gold, relationship points and one key for the bonus chest. (More
on this later in the chests (No, not like that) section.) Gold is arguably the most important resource for keeping your farm running, but each resource is important in its own way. Keep in mind how long it takes to create what girls are asking for, and whether or not you think it's worth the price they offer. Selling a batch of 10 corn for 40 gold may not seem like a good deal, but corn is growing fast. Selling 3
salads for 180 gold when they take 2 hours or more to produce (each!) suddenly doesn't seem that big Completed quests take a few minutes to be delivered and then they will be replaced with a new one. You can also simply cancel quests and replace them in ten minutes. Minutes. be afraid to cancel the quest if it is not suitable. Once the quest is delivered, you will start a short conversation with the girl and
the choice will be presented. The answer is correct and you get a tiny relationship bonus. Sometimes, you get a chance to learn a new fact and you can be quizzed on this woman later (a lot in HuniePop style). Finally, hitting a vehage will unlock one of those sexy photos you're probably chasing after; A short conversation will take place to progress the story before it gets unlocked. Booty Farm Guide - Photo
Slots One of the main awards for quests sexy photos of girls. They often start to be quite innocent and gradually build up in how explicit they are. Unfortunately, one of the free game mechanics in the game is the restriction on your photo slots. You get 15 for free and then you have to buy more. Packages can be bought with a premium currency, but the recent change after launch allows you to buy one slot
for 1000 gold. I think it would be wiser to accumulate gold and get the photo slots you want this way. The images aren't going anywhere, are they? You can of course fully spend some real money and buy slots this way, although I would argue your money is better invested in expanding and upgrading your farm (which we'll consider further in this Booty Farm guide in the Upgrade and Expansion section).
Booty Farm Guide - Chests (No, not this kind) Like many free games, Booty Farm has chests that you can unlock. There are several ways to get them. No matter how you purchase them, the chests all seem to yield the same prey. The first (and most reliable way) to get chests is to fulfill orders. Completing five orders will give you enough keys to open the bonus chest (which is reset after a while). You will
also get breasts every time you learn a new fact about girls through the visual new parts of the game. Chests are sometimes placed on farm extensions, too. Finally, you get your breasts for a few days in your daily entry bonus. Chests can contain gold, experience, premium currency and upgrade items. You should always strive to get more chests if you can so things will run more smoothly. Booty Farm
Guide - Storage (and how to manage it) Storage management is probably the most important part of the game. You start with enough space and it's a pain in the butt to increase it, especially because each new level player adds a lot of things you can collect. Here's what to do. First, you should always focus on increasing your storage. Buy wooden boards, metal nails and hammers on the market (more in
the Market section, unsurprisingly) at every opportunity. Upgrade whenever you can so you have more room to work. Keep in mind that every subsequent update cost more boards, nails and hammers than the previous one. Powerful advice is to consider buildings, animals and fields as a way of storing things for free. You don't need to harvest crops crops or pick up those eggs just yet, right? Take these
products when you need them and save some space. I would advise you to keep no more than 4 or so finished products and about 10 or so of each crop. Things will be tough even with this system, but it's a good way to balance things in my opinion. This will become less of a hassle as you increase the size of the store. Booty Farm Guide - Market Market is a way to earn extra gold and reset the extra
product. Ideally, any products you make should go to the girls to promote your game. However, you may encounter a situation where you have too many of any one things. If it's just one or two items, it's best to sell them at low prices to free up your limited market slots as soon as possible. It is possible, of course, to give profit to the market. Consider what it is that people will want to buy. I found a degree of
success in selling watermelons and sunflowers because they last so long (2 hours and 4 hours, respectively). I always sell them in batches of ten in order to make the best use of my market slots. You can also buy things on the market. It's rare that prices are a lot, but it happens sometimes. I would advise you to focus on buying hammers, metal nails and wooden boards so you can upgrade your storage
and increase your profit potential. All but this is a waste. Booty Farm Guide - Upgrade and expand you will earn premium currency just to play the game. One might be tempted to spend it on speeding things up, and I highly recommend against that. There are wiser ways to hold your shiny gems. The best and most obvious way to use your currency is to increase the queue size of your production buildings.
The larger queue size means that you can have more goods produced, and that frees up important storage space. It will also help you make good use of your time; You have to sleep sometime, and a longer queue means that night production won't sit back for so long. I think this is the best way to use premium currency. You can buy hammers, metal nails and wooden boards for the price of 5 gems each. I
think it's too much and not worth buying. Your money is better spent in such a way as to increase production, which increases your gold income and allows you to buy them from the gold market. Upgrading and expanding the farm is the surest way to make things go much faster. If the cost of premium currency advances these goals, do so. If not, hold on to him! Booty Farm Guide - The most important
advice I can give is that storage is the biggest bottleneck in the game. If you take anything out of this Booty Farm guide, let it be one Your storage limit will frustrate you as you play through the game. You need to have a dedicated focus on making your store bigger at every opportunity. After you've played for weeks, you've hit the point where You don't actually need to buy storage parts anymore with gold.
Then you can start unlocking the photos with gold and creating a nice piece of change. You can be well prepared for the next update at this point! Welp, that's all for our Booty Farm guide. Hopefully there are some tips here that you found helpful! I get a certain amount of fun trying to figure out free games, spending as little money as possible (and ideally not). I think I've managed to do it here, although
waiting timers sure can be a pain sometimes. This is far from the worst example of free play I've seen. It's scratching Farmville itch in the very right way for me. If you like Booty Farm, consider sneaking Nutaku and developers a few bucks when you can. I certainly spent my money on less entertaining things! At this point, you can play Booty Farm for free on Nutaku's NSFW website. Disclosure: Nutaku
provides benefits for TechRaptor members, and TechRaptor participates in a partnership program with Nutaku. Some of the links in this article are affiliated. What do you think of our Booty Farm guide? Are there any tips you would like to add to the list? Let us know in the comments below! Below!
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